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Japan Civil Society Network on SDGs
【Vision】 To contribute to creating a peaceful, just and inclusive society where all
the generations, including future generations, are free from poverty, inequality,
discrimination, various forms of violence, and health concerns, are valued and
respected in their diversity, co-exist with environment and biosphere, and can enjoy
human rights and well-being, by leaving no one behind.
【Mandate】
(1) Policy advocacy for achieving SDGs
(2) Partnership with local communities and other stakeholders
(3) Awareness raising and public relations on SDGs
（１）SDGs達成のための政策提⾔
（２）地域コミュニティや他セクターとの連携の
促進
（３）SDGsの普及啓発

Dialogue with UN SG Mr. Guterres in Dec. 2017

Full membership
76
Network membership
3
Information membership 49
Organisation membership 6
Corporate membership 13
Total
147

（As of January 2022）

SDGs Spotlight Report 2021
1) Experiences, insights, and expertise of NGOs/CSOs that support

marginalized, and often vulnerable, groups of people supplement as
well as enhance implementation of SDGs by the Government, which
enables inclusive achievement of SDGs that leaves no one behind.

2) Viable monitoring and evaluation system should be established soonest

possible by utilizing proxy indicators when possible for currently missing
Global Indicators.

3) Missing Global Indicators required to be disaggregated by attributes
such as sex and disability should be promptly published in order to
achieve SDGs through leaving no one behind.
4) Issues of synergetic effect, as well as trade-off, between multiple goals
should be explored.
5) Back casted monitoring and evaluation becomes possible only by
establishing target indicators with due date based on baseline data.
SDGs Spotlight Report 2021 (July 2021, Japan Civil Society Network on SDGs)
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/19AsQreIiD0YuiFQeBbXpRF1j_pfUpc_f

SDGs Bottom-up Action Plan 2021
1) Policy recommendations of priority areas of concern from civil society
perspective are compiled.
2) COVID-19 responses should be based on principles of SDGs in order to
save lives, respect human rights, and co-habit with environment with
leaving no one behind. Well-designed and managed COVID-19 responses
lead to achievement of SDGs.
3) Our Bottom-up Action Plan of civil society perspective reinforces the
Action Plan of the Government by filling the gap, with strong focus on
SDGs’ innovative and transformative nature, and ensure inclusive
implementation of SDGs.
4) Further strengthening of partnership: Expansion of mandates of the SDGs
Promotion Roundtable, Strengthening monitoring and evaluation
mechanism、Broad-based engagement of citizens, Synergy with local
initiatives for SDGs.
SDGs Bottom-up Action Plan 2021 (September 2021, Japan Civil Society Network on SDGs)
https://www.sdgs-japan.net/single-post/9-22_bap2021-2

Levers of Critical Transformation
1) Sharing of a sense of crisis as a background of adoption of SDGs:
Climate crisis will jeopardize the very base of environment, society and
economy.
2) Leadership of the Government to transform and overcome vertically
segmented administrative system.
3) Accumulation and scaled-up replication of good practices with passion
to “transform our communities” with special attention to “just
transition”: Transform or shipwreck!
4) Sharing of image of the future in which SDGs are achieved with leaving
no one behind: Inclusive, just, peaceful, affluent, and resilient future is
possible by ensuring gender equality and respecting human rights of all.
5) Nurturing “citizenship” and realizing “peace” based on understanding
and respect of coexistence and interdependency.

